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013.07.0Abstract The variable-structure multiple-model (VSMM) approach, one of the multiple-model
(MM) methods, is a popular and effective approach in handling problems with mode uncertainties.
The model sequence set adaptation (MSA) is the key to design a better VSMM. However, MSA
methods in the literature have big room to improve both theoretically and practically. To this
end, we propose a feedback structure based entropy approach that could ﬁnd the model sequence
sets with the smallest size under certain conditions. The ﬁltered data are fed back in real time and
can be used by the minimum entropy (ME) based VSMM algorithms, i.e., MEVSMM. Firstly, the
full Markov chains are used to achieve optimal solutions. Secondly, the myopic method together
with particle ﬁlter (PF) and the challenge match algorithm are also used to achieve sub-optimal
solutions, a trade-off between practicability and optimality. The numerical results show that the
proposed algorithm provides not only reﬁned model sets but also a good robustness margin and
very high accuracy.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
In many information fusion applications, such as target track-
ing, fault detection and conﬁguration, using inaccurate models
to describe system behaviors (modes) often leads to degrada-
tion in estimations.1 Among existing approaches, the multi-
ple-model (MM) method shows its capacity in handling1 86873828.
. Xue).
orial Committe of CJA.
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18mode uncertainty and has received a great deal of attention
in recent decades.2 In the classical MM framework, a model
set needs to be designed in advance for covering possible sys-
tem modes. Then, the dynamics can be described as hybrid sys-
tems with discrete modes and continuous states. At last, the
overall estimation is obtained by combining the estimations
from the parallel running Bayesian ﬁlters with the related
models.3
The pioneer works on the MM approach were initiated by
Magill4 and Lainiotis5 in 1960s and 1970s, respectively. Then,
this approach has been studied extensively by scientists in the
following four decades due to its high theoretical value and
effectiveness in engineering applications. According to the tax-
onomy in Ref. 6, the existing MM algorithms have evolved
into three generations: the static MM (SMM), the interactiveSAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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(VSMM).
The SMM method does not consider the jumps between
system modes.4,5 Although it has a simple framework and is
suitable for time-invariant systems, the results will deteriorate
when the target system undergoes frequent mode changes such
as tracking maneuvering targets.1 The drawbacks of the SMM
have been ﬁxed through developing highly cost-effective inter-
active multi-model (IMM) estimators.7 In the IMM, it is as-
sumed that the system mode sequence could be described by
Markov or semi-Markov processes, and the modes (models)
are allowed to jump between each other.8 The IMM has a
more ﬂexible framework than the SMM and arouses numerous
successful theoretical and engineering applications in related
domains.9–13
The SMM and IMM methods are often reckoned as the
ﬁxed-structure multiple-model (FSMM) as they both use a
ﬁxed model set to cover the real modes at all times. The
FSMM methods give satisfactory results to hybrid systems
with limited modes, but when applying them to more compli-
cated systems, one may face the dilemma: more models are
needed to improve the accuracy, but the use of too many mod-
els may degrade the performance, not to mention the increase
in computational burden.3 As a result, a new framework called
VSMM which breaks the ﬁxed model set structure was initi-
ated by Li and Bar-Shalom.14 The pioneer theoretical founda-
tion for the VSMM can be found in Refs. 3,15. In the last
decade, the VSMM is becoming one of the state of the art of
MM and arousing extensive research.16–26 Generally speaking,
the performance of one VSMM algorithm depends highly on
how close are the adaptive evolved model sequence sets and
the true modes. Thus a crucial problem in algorithm design
is to look for better model sequence set adaptive (MSA) mech-
anisms.19 Although existing VSMM algorithms differ from
each other in their inner structures, most of them, such as
the model-group switching (MGS) algorithm,16 the likely-
model set (LMS) algorithm,18 the expected-mode augmenta-
tion (EMA) algorithm,19 the best-mode augmentation
(BMA) algorithm,27 and the equivalent-model augmentation
(EqMA) algorithm,25 are pursuing a similar objective, to make
them outperform others in both accuracy or time efﬁciency.
The traditional VSMM estimators try to achieve high accu-
racy and time efﬁciency simultaneously. They use previous
estimations and observation to adjust the model set composi-
tion before current ﬁltering work. Generally speaking, it is
not easy to reach the above design objective by the traditional
way for it may be challenged in the following two aspects:
ﬁrstly, it may lead to information loss to some extend if the
model sequence set composition is adjusted before the ﬁltering
work; secondly, it is hard to achieve the maximum information
utilization without using the current estimated data. To this
end, we propose to use all current information, including pre-
vious estimations, current ﬁltered results of all possible model
sequences, and accumulated observation, to reﬁne the MSA
designing. Now the question is: how to use these data to im-
prove the MSA designing work?
To provide better explanations to our MSA solution,
ﬁrstly, we develop a theorem to evaluate the quality of a model
sequence set in a nested structure under full information con-
ditions (perfect observation). Although we cannot apply the
theorem into practical MSA designing directly for only partial
observations are available in real applications, it inspired us todevelop the principle that is to ﬁnd the effective model se-
quence set with the smallest size if the risks of missing real
modes are small enough. As a result, for fulﬁlling the require-
ments of maximum utilizing available information and obtain-
ing a small size as well as a high-quality model sequence set, we
adopt the minimum Shannon entropy (MSE) principle28–30 as
the measure of a model sequence set, and the so-called mini-
mal-entropy variable-structure multiple-model (MEVSMM)
approach is proposed. In our approach, historical estimations
as well as current ﬁltered results are fed back into the estimator
and then the ultimate estimation based on the minimum-entro-
py model sequence set is calculated. This paper is a reﬁnement
to our former work,30 in which we re-adjust the writing struc-
ture and add some new theoretical discussion as well as a lot of
new experimental data, ﬁgures, and analysis to provide a more
complete and faithful version.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pre-
sents some background knowledge of the traditional MM and
VSMM approaches. Section 3 is the problem formulation. The
theoretical results about the optimal model sequence sets are
presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the optimal MEVSMM
approach and sub-optimal algorithms are designed. Section 6
provides the simulation results. The conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.
2. Preliminaries
For facilitating our discussion, we ﬁrstly give a simple descrip-
tion to the MM estimation problem and then review the main
ideas of the traditional FSMM1 and VSMM15 frameworks
brieﬂy.
2.1. Multiple-model estimation problem
Consider a nonlinear Markov discrete system which can be de-
scribed by the following equation:
xk ¼ fkþ1;kðxk1;mðkÞÞ þ vk ð1Þ
where xk and m(k) represent the state vector and the system
model at scan k, respectively. fk+1,k is the model related target
state transition function and vk is the un-modeled process
noise. LetX= {m1,m2, . . .,mr} be a ﬁnite non-empty set which
describes all prior models with m(k) 2 X.
The observation equation is describes as follows:
zk ¼ gkðxkÞ þ wk ð2Þ
where zk denotes the observation at scan k, gk is the observa-
tion function, and wk is the observation errors which are
Gaussian and white. Then, the objective of the multiple-model
estimation is to calculate the target state estimation x^k at each
scan k based on the model set discernment X as well as the
accumulative observation Zk = {z1,z2, . . .,zk}.
2.2. Fixed-structure multiple-model approach
The FSMM framework is based on the assumption that the
effective model set always takes the same form as the model
set discernment X. Then, if we consider a target system under-
going a limited duration, such as scan 0 to k, a possible model
sequence could take values from all rk evolving routes
Ml(k) = {m(1),m(2), . . .,m(k)}, l= 1,2, . . ., r
k. Meanwhile, the
1508 H. Shen-tu et al.target states can be estimated through fusing the ﬁltered results
from all possible model sequences.
Let Xk = {x0,x1, . . .,xk} be the accumulated state vector
through time k. The posterior probability of Xk based on the
model sequence Ml(k) and the observation Zk is computed as
pfXkjMlðkÞ;Zkg ¼ pfZkjMlðkÞ;XkgpfMlðkÞ;Xkg
pfZkg ð3Þ
The maximum posterior estimation of Ml(k) is computed as
bXkðlÞ ¼ Z XkpfXkjMlðkÞ;ZkgdXk ð4Þ
According to the total probability formula, the ultimate fusion
estimation is given as
bXk ¼Xrk
l¼1
bXkðlÞpfMlðkÞjZkg ð5ÞRemark 1. Obviously, if the real modes are not complex and
the prior model discernment is not large, the FSMM approach
often gets satisfactory results. However, in more complex
situations, the drawback of using a ﬁxed model set has been
discussed systematically ﬁrstly by Professor Xiaorong Li and it
is argued that, on one hand, using a small number of models
runs a risk of failure detection and isolation, and on the other
hand, using too many models does not necessarily improve the
performance except considerable increase of computational
burden.3 Therefore, for improving the MM approach, the
uncertainty of the model set should be taken into
consideration.2.3. Variable-structure multiple-model approach
In the VSMM framework, the model sequence set which is
composed by a set of model sequences is considered. Speciﬁ-
cally speaking, to the prior model set discernment X, the entire
model sequence set S at scan k is made up by all rk possible
model sequences. One possible sub-model sequence set in-
cluded in S could be denoted as Sk  S. Then, the traditional
VSMM approach can be described by a two-level hierarchical
structure3:
(1) Multiple-model sequence set level
bXk ¼ X
SkS
bXSkpfSkjZkg ð6Þ
(2) Multiple-model level
x^Sk ¼
X
MlðkÞ2Sk
x^MlðkÞpfMlðkÞjSk;Zkg ð7Þ
whereMl(k) 2 Sk represents one model sequence included in Sk
and x^MlðkÞ is the related state estimation.Remark 2. The traditional VSMM framework is more general
and more ﬂexible than the FSMM because it enables model
sequence set adaptation (MSA). However, the MSA mecha-
nism still has big room to improve in both theory and practice.
For example, it is natural to understand that, only when the
entire model sequence set S is optimal, the traditional VSMM
framework is optimal. Obviously the optimality of S cannot bemet automatically because the optimality of the prior model
set discernment X cannot be met naturally. Therefore, a
crucial problem for MSA is how to judge the quality of a
model sequence set Sk. Or in other words, which Sk is the best
with respect to X and Zk?3. Problem formulation
In this paper, we consider the same problem described in Sec-
tion 2.1. If the prior model set discernment X and the accumu-
lated observation Zk are known, for a bank of candidate model
sequence sets S ¼ Sk1; Sk2; . . . ; SkN
 
, the state estimation of a
particular set Ski 2 S; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N is calculated by the fol-
lowing equation:bXk ¼ X
M lðkÞ2Ski
bXkðlÞpfM lðkÞjZkg ð8Þ
To facilitate the following discussion, at scan k, we take the
mark bXSki as the MMSE estimation of a particular model se-
quence set. Supposing that there is an optimal model sequence
set Skop, the related MMSE estimation is
bXSkop . Then, we can de-
ﬁne the risk of bXSki as follows.
Deﬁnition 1. Let RSki
denote the risk reﬂecting the distance
between the estimation bXSki and the optimal estimation bXSkop ,
which could be deﬁned as
RSki
¼ k bXSki  bXSkopkP 0 ð9Þ
where i Æ i represents a norm, e.g., the two-norm.
For the accumulated observation Zk = {z1,z2, . . .,zk} and
the model sequence sets S ¼ Sk1; Sk2; . . . ; SkN
 
, the objective of
the paper is to obtain optimal state estimation through
optimizing the model sequence set Ski in the sense that the
risk RSki
is minimized.4. Optimal model sequence set in a nested structure
Although in practical applications, observations are often clut-
tered by noises, in this section we prefer to evaluate the risk
RSk
i
of the model sequence set Ski based on the full information
for facilitating the following discussion. We deﬁne Sk  X as
one possible sub-model set at time k.
Deﬁnition 2. Suppose that there is a mode set discernment
X= {m1,m2, . . .,mN}. Let mop be the optimal mode and we
say model mi is better than model mj if for arbitrary
i „ j,Æmop,miæ< Æmop,mjæ, where < means less than or near,
while Æ Æ æ represents a model based mathematical measure
between mop and mi, such as the Euclid distance, probability
measure, etc.
Deﬁnition 3. Suppose that there are two model sets S(i)  X
and S(j)  X. It is declared that S(i) is nested by S(j), denoted
by S(i)Æ  S(j), if for arbitrary mi 2 S(i), we have mi 2 S(j), and
for mj 2 S(j), mj R S(i), we have Æmop,miæ< Æmop,mjæ (see
Fig. 1). It is worth noting that Deﬁnitions 2 and 3 could be
easily generalized to the model sequence set scenes.
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and Skj , let Sk(i) and Sk(j) be the model sets of S
k
i and S
k
j at time
k, respectively. If for arbitrary q 2 {1,2, . . .,k},Sq(i) Æ Sq(j),
then we say Ski is nested by S
k
j , denoted by S
k
i h Skj . Taking
the equality situation Ski ¼ Skj into consideration, the general-
ized nested case is denoted by Ski h# Skj .
Theorem 1. If there exists a nested structure that
Skop h# Sk1 h# Sk2 h# . . . h# SkN
in which Skop is the optimal model sequence set, then
RSkop 6 RSki 6 RSkj ; i < j
where RSkop represents the optimal risk at scan k. The detailed
proof is given in Appendix A.
Remark 3. Theorem 1 requires the perfect knowledge of the
target system which usually cannot be met in practice, so it
cannot be applied to real applications directly. Even though,
it provides us an angle of view to evaluate the quality of the
model sequence set in the full information situation. It implies
a reasonable principle for the model sequence set designing––to
ﬁnd the effective model sequence set with the smallest size if
the risks of missing real modes are small enough.
The difﬁculty in practice is that the perfect knowledge of the
system is not available. In addition, the optimal model sequence
set Skop cannot be calculated directly. Thus the remaining problem
is which model sequence set is better, the smallest one which con-
tains only one most likely model sequence or the biggest one that
consists of all possible model sequences? Obviously, we need a
mechanism to evaluate the model sequence in partial observation
cases. To this end, we suggest to use the Shannon entropy28 as a
quality measure of the model sequence set in this paper. The
details are discussed in the following section.
5. Minimum-entropy variable-structure multiple-model
approaches
In this section, we will adopt the minimum entropy (ME) prin-
ciple into the VSMM framework with a feedback structure and
construct the optimal and sub-optimal MEVSMM algorithms.
5.1. Shannon entropy
A well-known measure of system uncertainty is the Shannon
entropy.27 By taking forms of the information gain as a
logarithmic function, the Shannon entropy of the probability
p(XŒZ) is deﬁned below:Fig. 1 S(i) is nested by S(j).H½pðXjZÞ ¼ 
Z
pðXjZÞ lg pðXjZÞdX ð10Þ
Obviously, H[p(XŒZ)]P 0, so a larger entropy value means
less information contained, and a smaller entropy value means
more information contained or the related probability distri-
bution is more focused. In the following part, we will adopt
the minimum entropy principle into the VSMM framework
and the so-called minimum entropy VSMM approach is
proposed.
5.2. Minimum entropy and VSMM
Before constructing the framework for MEVSMM algorithms,
we make a simple analysis on the effectiveness of adopting the
ME method into the VSMM approach here. As depicted be-
fore, the prior model sequence set discernment at scan k is de-
noted by Sk. Let Ski  Sk
 
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N denote a set of
candidate model sequence sets included in Sk. To a model se-
quence set Ski , the posterior probability of the states X based
on observation Z takes form as follows:
pðXjZÞ ¼
X
M lðkÞ2Ski
p M lðkÞ;XjSki ;Z
  ð11Þ
The entropy of the observation conditioned probabilities is de-
scribed as
H½pðXjZÞcond ¼ HSk ½pðXjZÞ
¼ 
X
M lðkÞ2Ski
Z
p M lðkÞ;XjSki ;Z
 
lg p M lðkÞ;XjSki ;Z
 
dX
ð12Þ
Then, deﬁne the minimum entropy as
HME½pðXjZÞ ¼ 
X
M lðkÞ2SkME
Z
p M lðkÞ;XjSkME;Z
 
lg p M lðkÞ;ð
jSkME;Z

dX ð13Þ
where
SkME ¼ argmin
Ski Sk
Hi½pðXjZÞ ð14Þ
Considering a time sequence case, the entropy of p(XkŒ Zk) at
time k is denoted as H[p(XkŒZk)]. According to the maximum
likelihood principle, the following expressions are found29:
H½pðX kjZkÞcond !
k!1
H½pðX kjZkÞoptimal ð15Þ
HME½pðX kjZkÞ !k!1H½pðX kjZkÞoptimal ð16Þ
where H[p(XkŒZk)]optimal is the optimal entropy. In view of the
assumption that Sk is often over conservative, the following
expressions are found:
H½pðX kjZkÞoptimal P 0 ð17Þ
H½pðX kjZkÞoptimal !
k!1
0 ð18Þ
H½pðX kjZkÞcond P H½pðX kjZkÞoptimal ð19Þ
0 6 HME½pðX kjZkÞ 6 H½pðX kjZkÞcond ð20Þ
We summarize Eqs. (15)–(20) in Fig. 2.
Discussion: As depicted in Fig. 2, all entropy lines are
converging to the optimum with time. The middle solid line
represents the optimal entropy. The topside solid line denotes
the entropy of a traditional approach (FSMM, VSMM, etc.).
Fig. 3 Framework of MEVSMM.
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lines and it can be inferred from the ﬁgure that, in the worst
case, the upper bound of the dashed line should be no more
than H[p(XkŒZk)]cond, and the lower bound should be no less
than the horizontal axis. As depicted in Section 3, Skop is the
optimal model sequence set. Obviously, the entropy of Skop is
optimal, that is,
HSkop ½pðX kjZkÞ ¼ Hop½pðX kjZkÞ ð21Þ
Furthermore, we make an analysis on the entropy’s effects on
estimation results. It is worth noting that, in this paper, we do
not discuss the problem of ﬁlter designing. Therefore, we make
an assumption that all employed ﬁlters perform at the same le-
vel. If the prior model sequence set is over conservative and on
the assumption that the observations are effective, we say the
converging rate of HME is higher than that of Hcond, that is,
kHME Hopk < kHcond Hopk ð22Þ
where i Æ i represents the distance between the two entropies.
We can further infer that,
bXSk
ME
 bXSkop  < bXSkcond  bXSkop  ð23Þ
that is,
RSk
ME
< RSk
cond
ð24Þ
It is concluded from Eq. (24) that under certain conditions the
minimum entropy approach is promising to provide better esti-
mation results than traditional methods.
5.3. Optimal solution
In this section, we will adopt the ME principle into the VSMM
framework with a feedback structure and construct the opti-
mal MEVSMM. As depicted in Fig. 3, the algorithm has a
two-stage feedback structure. In the ﬁrst stage, we calculate
the state estimation of all possible model sequence sets based
on the current observation and the historical estimations,
and feed them back to the estimation center. In the second
stage, we select the ME model sequence set from all possible
model sequence sets and send it back to the estimation center.
At last, the current estimating results are calculated. The de-
tails of the MEVSMM algorithm are depicted as follows.
Firstly, we construct a set of candidate model sequence
sets at time k as S ¼ Sk1; Sk2; . . . ; SkN
 
by knowledge, in
which the model sequence set discernment is Sk and
Ski  S; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N represents a candidate sub-model
sequence set. Then, the state estimation bXSki of Ski is computed
as:Fig. 2 Entropy related schema.bXSki ¼ X
M lðkÞ2Ski
bXM lðkÞp M lðkÞjSki ;Zk  ð25Þ
whereMl(k) denotes a possible model sequence that belongs to
Ski and p M lðkÞjSki ;Zk
 
represents the related conditional
probability which is normalized, thenX
M lðkÞ2Ski
p M lðkÞjSki ;Zk
  ¼ 1 ð26Þ
The observation and model sequence set based entropy of bXSki
is calculated as follows:
H bXSki jSki ;Zkh i ¼  X
M lðkÞ2Ski
Z
X
p M lðkÞjSki ;Zk
 
p XjM lðkÞ;Ski ;Zk
  
 lg p M lðkÞjSki ;Zk
 
p XjM lðkÞ;Ski ;Zk
  
dX
ð27Þ
Compute all possible entropies and select SkME 2 S with the
minimum entropy:
SkME ¼ arg min
Ski 2S
H bXSki jSki ;Zkh i: ð28Þ
Consequently, the optimal solution is calculated by:bXSk
ME
¼
X
M lðkÞ2SkME
bXM lðkÞp M lðkÞjSkME;Zk  ð29Þ
5.4. Suboptimal solution
The optimal approach is often infeasible in practice due to the
unbearable computing burden. Speciﬁcally, on one hand, the
calculated amount will increase exponentially with time be-
cause describing all possible model sequences needs a full
hypotheses tree, and on the other hand, executing the integral
operation on a space is also hard to achieve. Therefore, the
suboptimal solutions are pursued as a tradeoff between opti-
mality and practicability. In fact, the integral operation could
be approximated by summating a group of samples with re-
lated weights (e.g., using a particle ﬁlter) and the full hypoth-
eses tree could be replaced by the myopic method.
5.4.1. Particle ﬁlter
The particle ﬁlter (PF) is a sequential Monte Carlo estimator, a
merit of which is that it can approximate a distribution with a
set of sampled points.31 Thus, the integral operation on the
posterior probability could be replaced by the summation on
a set of important sampled particles with associated weights.
As the number of particles becomes inﬁnite, the result
Feedback structure based entropy approach for multiple-model estimation 1511converges to the optimum. Now we give a simple description
of PF as follows: let X ik;w
i
k
 NP
i¼1 denote the random measures
that characterize the posterior pdf. p(XkŒZk), where
X ik; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NP are the sampled points with associated
weights wik; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NP. The weights are normalized such
that
P
wik ¼ 1. Then, a summarized disruption of PF is given
by Table 1.29
5.4.2. Particle ﬁlter ME-VSMM algorithm
To many recursive MM algorithms, the target dynamics are
often modeled as a Markov process, and approximated by
the myopic method during the ﬁltering. For one algorithm iter-
ation, only two successive steps are considered. In detail, at a
particular scan k, only the model set Sk and the previous model
set Sk1 are considered instead of the total model sequence set
Sk. In other words, if the previous model set Sk1  S is
known, we only need to determine the effective model set
Sk  S at the current step, where S= {m1,m2, . . .,mr} is the en-
tire model set discernment. A detailed description of the parti-
cle ﬁlter based MEVSMM algorithm is as follows:
Firstly, consider a set of candidate model set {Sk(i)  S},
i= 1, 2, . . .,N at scan k, where one particular model set is
SkðiÞ ¼ fm1ðkÞ; m2ðkÞ; . . . ; mNðSkðiÞÞðkÞg and mj(k) 2 Sk(i),
j= 1, 2, . . .,N(Sk(i)) are the included models.
Then, the MMSE estimation of target states could be calcu-
lated recursively.
For the initial time k= 1.
It is assumed that the prior minimum entropy model set is
S0 = S and the prior target position is X0. For each model
mi(0) 2 S, i= 1,2, . . .,N(S), the initial particle distribution is
assumed known to be p(X0,mi(0)) = p(X0). Then, draw NP
particles as:Table 1 Particle ﬁlter.
Initial X i0;w
i
0
 NP
i¼1  Prior
For k= k+ 1
For i= 1 : NP
Draw X ik  p XkjXik1;Zk
 
wik ¼ wik1
p Zk jXikð Þp Xik jXik1ð Þ
p X i
k
jXik1 ;Zkð Þ
End for
Re-samplingTable 2 PF-MEVSMM algorithm.
Initial
xj0ðmið0ÞÞ;wj0ðmið0ÞÞ
   PðX 0Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NðSÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NP=N
For k= k+ 1
For all candidate Sk(i)  S
Calculate the related entropy:
H½SkðiÞ  
P
mjðkÞ2SkðiÞ
PNP=NðSkðiÞÞ
l¼1 fwlkðmjðkÞÞpðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ
 lgwlkðmjðkÞÞpðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞg
Choose Sk with ME: Sk ¼ argmin
SkðiÞS
H½SkðiÞ
Calculate the ME based Bayesian estimation:
x^k ¼
P
mjðkÞ2Sk
PNP=NðSkðiÞÞ
l¼1 p x
l
kðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ
 
xlkðmjðkÞÞ
End Forxj0ðmið0ÞÞ;wj0ðmið0ÞÞ
   PðX 0Þ;
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NðSÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NP=NðSÞ ð30Þ
For the time steps k= k+ 1:
Calculate the entropy for each candidate model set
Sk(i)  S as the following:
H½SkðiÞ  
X
mjðkÞ2SkðiÞ
XNP=NðSkðiÞÞ
l¼1
wlkðmjðkÞÞpðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ

lgwlkðmjðkÞÞpðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ
 ð31Þ
where
p xlkðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ
  / X
maðk1Þ2Sk1
XNP=NðSk1Þ
b¼1
wbk1ðmaðk 1ÞÞ
p ZkjxlkðmjðkÞÞ
 
pðmjðkÞjmaðk 1ÞÞ ð32Þ
wlkðmjðkÞÞ ¼
p xlkðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ
 P
mjðkÞ2SkðiÞ
PNP=NðSkðiÞÞ
l¼1 p x
l
kðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ
  ð33Þ
pfmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;Zkg ¼
XNP=NðSkðiÞÞ
l¼1
p xlkðmjðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkÞ
  ð34Þ
Choose the model set Sk(i) that leads to the minimum entropy:
Sk ¼ argmin
SkðiÞS
H½SkðiÞ ð35Þ
Once Sk is determined, the MMSE estimation is calculated as
follows:
x^k ¼
X
mjðkÞ2Sk
XNP=NðSkÞ
l¼1
p xlkðmjðkÞjSk;ZkÞ
 
xlkðmjðkÞÞ ð36Þ
We summarize the PF-MEVSMM algorithm in Table 2.
5.4.3. Simpliﬁed algorithm
Although the above mentioned PF-MEVSMM algorithm pro-
vides a feasible way to calculate the minimum entropy model
set Sk, the computing scale may be still very large. At iteration
k, one needs to check the entropies related to all candidate
model sets Sk(i)  S. Moreover, in the extreme cases, the num-
ber of all such subsets Sk(i)  S is taking forms of CNðSkðiÞÞr .
Therefore, the algorithm will be inefﬁcient when the prior
model number r takes a large ﬁgure. To this end, it is proposedðSÞ
1512 H. Shen-tu et al.to embed a simpliﬁed method which is called challenge match
(CM) into the PF-MEVSMM as an approximation.
The main idea of the CM method is as follows. Firstly, we
assign NP particles to each candidate model, so the total par-
ticle number is NP Æ N(S). Secondly, let all particles compete
NW winning places according to the maximum likelihoods
principle. It is suggested that NP < NW < 0.5 Æ NP Æ N(S).
Thirdly, check the roots (originate from which model) of the
NW selected particles. At last, by deleting the unlikely models,
the remainder constitutes the approximate minimum entropy
model set. The main steps of the simpliﬁed PF-MEVSMM
algorithm are as follows:
For the initial time k= 1:
Assign NP particles for each model mi 2 S,
xj0ðmið0ÞÞ;wj0ðmið0ÞÞ
  PðX 0Þ; i ¼ 1; 2 . . . ;NðSÞ;
j ¼ 1; 2 . . . ;NP ð37Þ
For the time steps k= k+ 1:
Update the likelihood function (weight) for each particle,
p xjkðmiðkÞjZkÞ
  / X
maðk1Þ2Sk1
XNP
j¼1
wjk1ðmaðk 1ÞÞ
pðZkjxjkðmiðkÞÞÞpðmiðkÞjmaðk 1ÞÞ ð38Þ
wjkðmiðkÞÞ ¼
p xjkðmiðkÞjZkÞ
 P
miðkÞ2S
PNP
j¼1p x
j
kðmiðkÞjZkÞ
  ð39Þ
Select NW particles with the highest weights by the CM
algorithm:
(1) Sample NW particles from all candidate particles randomly
and use them to make up the ﬁrst particle sequence.
(2) Sample other NW particles from the remainder randomly
and use them to make up the second particle sequence.
(3) Compare the weights of the particles from the above two
sequences one by one, and substitute the particles in the
ﬁrst sequence by the ones from the second one if the lat-
ter have higher weights.
(4) Repeat (2) to (3) until an end condition is met, usually a
good ﬁtness or a maximum generation.
Once the NW winning particles are selected, check their
roots. Let N(mi(k)) denote the number of selected particles
from model mi(k). Then, set a threshold T according to knowl-
edge and delete model mi(k) if N(mi(k)) < T. The remainder
constitutes the approximate ME model set Sk. Once Sk is
determined, one can calculate the state estimation using Eq.
(36). The outline of the simpliﬁed PF-MEVSMM algorithm
is depicted in Table 3.Table 3 Simpliﬁed PF-MEVSMM algorithm.
Initial time k= 1
xj0ðmið0ÞÞ;wj0ðmið0ÞÞ
   PðX0Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NðSÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NP
For time k= k+ 1
Update the likelihood function (weight) for each particle with Eqs. (38) and
Select NW the maximum weighted particles using CM algorithm
Determine the ME model set Sk
Calculate the state estimation with Eq. (36)
End for6. Simulation results
In the simulation, three algorithms (EqMA9+1, EqMA13+1,25
and the simpliﬁed PF-MEVSMM which we call
PF-MEVSMM below) are compared in two different ﬂat ﬂying
target tracking scenarios. All tests are over 300 Monte Carlo
runs. For providing fair results, a determined scenario (DS)
and a random scenario (RS) are considered respectively. The
particle ﬁlters are employed in all testing algorithms and
the particle number of each algorithm is 1000. In the
PF-MEVSMM algorithm, the CM sampling number
NW = 420, the threshold T= 23, and the maximum CM
iteration number is 10.
The target modes are described as follows:
XðkÞ ¼ F  Xðk 1Þ þD  AðkÞ ð40Þ
where X(k) = [x1(k) x2(k) y1(k) y2(k)]
T is the target state at
scan k, the components of which represent the position and
the velocity vectors along x and y direction, respectively;
A(k) = [ax(k) ay(k)] is the dynamic mode, the components of
which denote the accelerations along x and y direction, respec-
tively; the contents of F and D are as the following:
F ¼
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
26664
37775 D ¼
1:0 0
0:5 0
0 1:0
0 0:5
26664
37775
The observation equation is:
ZðkÞ ¼ YðkÞ þWðkÞ ð41Þ
where Y(k) = [x1(k) y1(k)]
T is the observation vector of the
target position, W(k) = [xx (k) xy(k)]
T denotes the observa-
tion error at scan k, which submits to a zero mean Gaussian
white process whose covariance matrix is R. It is assumed that
the prior model set includes 21 models, each of which describes
the possible target accelerations (m/s2) along x and y direction,
respectively, and the prior model sets are shown as below:
m1 ¼ ½0 00; m2;3 ¼ ½0  100; m4;5 ¼ ½10 00;
m69 ¼ ½10  100; m10;11 ¼ ½0  200;
m12;13 ¼ ½20 00; m1417 ¼ ½20  200;
m18;19 ¼ ½0  400; m20;21 ¼ ½40 00:
In the following tests, the basic model set of the EqMA9+1 is
{m1,m613}, while the basic model sets of the EqMA21+1
and the PF-MEVSMM include all above 21 models.25 The
initial target state is set to be Xð1Þ ¼ ½10000 m 150 m=s
10000 m 100 m=s0:(39)
Fig. 7 Effective model numbers in the small observation error
case.
Fig. 8 Average model probabilities of EqMA21+1.
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In this scenario, a mode determined target is considered. The
entire ﬂying duration is 180 s and the scanning period is 1 s.
The target performs two maneuvers in the duration: the ﬁrst
maneuver takes place between scan 31 to scan 80, with a
moderate acceleration A(k) = [10 m/s2  12 m/s2]; the second
one takes place between scan 81 to scan 120, with a high accel-
eration A(k) = [30 m/s2 30m/s2]. In the remaining time, the
target moves with a constant velocity. The target trace is
shown in Fig. 4 and the absolute value of the acceleration is
shown in Fig. 5. Then, two tests with different observation er-
rors are considered in the following part.
6.1.1. Small observation error case
In this case, the observation error covariance matrix R= di-
ag(252 m2, 252 m2), the position RMSE of the three test algo-
rithms are shown in Fig. 6 and their effective model numbers
are shown in Fig. 7. Figs. 8 and 9 describe the 300 Monte Car-
lo runs based average probabilities of the 21 models of the PF-
MEVSMM and EqMA21+1 algorithms at scan 100, respec-
tively. Fig. 10 denotes the difference values of Fig. 9 minus
Fig. 8.Fig. 4 Target trace.
Fig. 5 Absolute value of acceleration.
Fig. 6 Small observation error RMSE.
Fig. 10 Difference values of Fig. 8 minus Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 Average model probabilities of PF-MEVSMM.As depicted in Fig. 6, when the target performs small
maneuvers (0–80 s, 120–180 s), three algorithms show compar-
ative estimation precisions, with the best one being the PF-
MEVSMM and the worst being the EqMA21+1. During scan
80–120, the target takes high maneuvers, and the most robust
and precise algorithm is the PF-MEVSMM, while the worst is
the EqMA9+1. The EqMA9+1 is not so robust when the tar-
get is taking high maneuvers because it dose not have enough
models to match the true modes well, and by contrast, the esti-
mation precision of the EqMA21+1 will decrease when the
Fig. 13 Random scenario RMSE.
Table 4 Normalized computational time.
EqMA 9+1 EqMA 21+1 PF-MEVSMM
1.000 1.874 2.243
1514 H. Shen-tu et al.target is performing small maneuvers or constant velocities be-
cause the effective model set of the EqMA21+1 is too conser-
vative and the excess model competition will degrade the
results (Fig. 7). As a result, the PF-MEVSMM algorithm is
the most effective and robust one among the three because it
can provide much smaller and reﬁned effective model set by
using the minimum entropy principle. To further demonstrate
this viewpoint, at scan 100, we count the average model prob-
abilities for all 21 models of the PF-MEVSMM and the
EqMA21+1, and the difference values of the model probabil-
ities between the above two algorithms are calculated, with the
results shown in Figs. 7–10. Actually, at scan 100, the true
mode is A(100) = [30 m/s2 30 m/s2]. Figs. 8 and 9 show that
both the PF-MEVSMM and EqMA21 algorithms can assign
larger probabilities to the models near the true mode and smal-
ler probabilities for the models far away from the true one.
Moreover, it can be inferred from Fig. 10 that the effective
models of the PF-MEVSMM are more reﬁned than those of
the EqMA21+1, because the model probabilities of the PF-
MEVSMM are larger than those of the EqMA21+1 when
the models are near the true mode. Fig. 7 shows that, although
the prior basic models of the PF-MEVSMM at each realiza-
tion are as many as those of the EqMA21+1, the effective
models of the PF-MEVSMM are much less than those of the
other two.
6.1.2. Big observation error case
In this case, the observation error covariance matrix R= di-
ag(1502 m2, 1502 m2), and the position RMSE of the three
algorithms are shown in Fig. 11 and the effective model num-
bers of the three algorithms are shown in Fig. 12.
Here, the observation error covariance is ﬁve times larger
than that in the ﬁrst case. Meanwhile, the estimated perfor-Fig. 12 Effective model numbers in the high observation error
case.
Fig. 11 High observation error RMSE.mance will be affected by the high observation error and the
target maneuver simultaneously. In other words, the inﬂuence
of the target maneuver will be covered by the high observation
error background to some extent. As shown in Fig. 11, the per-
formances of all tested algorithms are declined. Among the
three, the worst is the EqMA9+1 for its effective model set
is too small to match the true modes and cope with the high
observation error; the results of the EqMA21+1 is better than
those of the EqMA9+1 and obviously worse than those of the
PF-MEVSMM for the reason that, although its effective mod-
els set is large enough for matching the true modes or handling
the high observation error, the excessive model competitions
eventually degrade the performance; consequently, the best
algorithm is the PF-MEVSMM for the obtained minimum en-
tropy model set is much smaller as well as more reﬁned than
those of the other two (see Figs. 11 and 12).6.2. Random scenario
For pursuing more generalized and fair test results, the ran-
dom scenario is considered. In this case, the dynamic modes
are set to be random, and the ﬂying duration and the scanning
period are the same as those in the determined scenario. In
each scan, the probability for the target maintaining its current
mode is 0.3 and the probability of taking a maneuver is 0.7. If
there is a maneuver, it is assumed that the maneuvering modes
could be described by an independent zero mean Gaussian
white process, speciﬁcally the accelerations take values along
x and y axis respectively, and the related covariance matrix
is Q= [302 m2/s4 302 m2/s4]. The observation error covariance
matrix is R= diag(1502 m2, 1502 m2). The position RMSE of
the three algorithms are shown in Fig. 13 and the relative com-
puting times are shown in Table 4.
It can be found in Fig. 13 that when the target performs
random maneuvers, the most accurate and robust algorithm
is the PF-MEVSMM and the worst is the EqMA 9+1. Table 4
shows that, among the three, the EqMA 9+1 consumes the
least computing time, while the computing amount of the
PF-MEVSMM algorithm is a bit larger for calculating the
minimum entropy model set. The results analysis is similar
to that in the determined scenario and thus is omitted here.
Feedback structure based entropy approach for multiple-model estimation 15157. Conclusions
This paper presents a MEVSMM approach and a PF-
MEVSMM algorithm for the multiple-model estimation prob-
lem. The proposed approach is established on a feedback
structure, and uses the minimum Shannon entropy as the opti-
mizing principle for the MSA. The theoretical results show
that the MEVSMM approach is promising to provide more
precise estimating results and faster converging rate compared
to some traditional approaches. Simulation results in several
maneuvering target tracking scenarios demonstrate that the
PF-MEVSMM algorithm can get more reﬁned model sets as
well as more robust, accurate, and faster converging results
compared to some existing VSMM algorithms. Moreover,
the MEVSMM approach can also be applied to other param-
eter and state estimation problems conveniently.Acknowledgments
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Appendix A. Proof of theory 1
Proof. It can be inferred from Deﬁnition 1 that RSkop ¼ 0.
According to the VSMM framework, the MMSE estimation of
a particular model sequence set is given by
x^Ski
¼
X
SkðiÞSki
x^SkðiÞp S
kðiÞjSki ;Zk
  ðA1Þ
x^Sk ¼
X
M lðkÞ2SkðiÞ
x^M lðkÞpfM lðkÞjSkðiÞ;Zkg ðA2Þ
Noticing that in Eq. (10), SkðiÞ  Ski does not mean SkðiÞ is
nested by Ski , in fact S
kðiÞ  Ski
 
are all the possible model se-
quences sets included in Ski . Considering Deﬁnition 1 together
with Eqs. (A1) and (A2), the risk of Ski is computed as follows:
x^Ski
 x^Skop
  ¼ X
SkðiÞSki
X
M lðkÞ2SkðiÞ
pfM lðkÞjSkðiÞ;Zkg
p SkðiÞjSki ;Zk
 
x^M lðkÞ  x^Skop
  ðA3Þ
whereX
SkðiÞSki
X
M lðkÞ2SkðiÞ
p M lðkÞjSkðiÞ;Zk
 
p SkðiÞjSki ;Zk
  ¼ 1
pfM lðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkgP 0
p SkðiÞjSki ;Zk
 
P 0
8>><>>: ðA4Þ
Suppose Ski is nested by S
k
j . By applying Deﬁnition 3, fSkðjÞg
could be divided into the following two parts:
fSkðjÞg ¼ fSkðiÞg þ fSkðj iÞg ðA5Þ
where fSkðjÞ  iÞg meets the following relational expressions:
SkðiÞ  Ski ; Skðj iÞåSki .Therefore, the risk of Skj is calculated as follows:
x^Sj
i
 x^Skop
  ¼ X
SkðiÞSki
X
M lðkÞ2Sk ðiÞ
pfM lðkÞjSkðiÞ;ZkgpfSkðiÞjSki ;Zkg x^Ml ðkÞ  x^Skop
 
þ
X
SkðjiÞSkj
X
M l ðkÞ2SkðjiÞ
pfM lðkÞjSkðj iÞ;Zkg
p Skðj iÞjSkj ;Zk
n o
 x^M lðkÞ  x^Skop
  ðA6Þ
Then, a proportional factor of Ski based on S
k
j is deﬁned as
b¼
X
SkðiÞSki
X
MlðkÞ2SkðiÞ
pfMlðkÞjSkðiÞ;Zkgp SkðiÞjSik ;Zk
 0@ 1A
X
SkðiÞSki
X
MlðkÞ2SkðiÞ
pfMlðkÞjSkðiÞ;Zkgp SkðiÞjSkj ;Zk
n o
þ
X
SkðjiÞSkj
X
MlðkÞ2SkðjiÞ
pfMlðkÞjSkðj iÞ;Zkgp Skðj iÞjSkj ;Zk
n o
0BBBB@
1CCCCA
,
ðA7Þ
In addition, the risk of Ck(i) and Ck(j) could be compared as
x^Skj
 x^Skop
  x^Ski  x^Skop ¼ X
SkðjiÞSkj
X
M lðkÞ2SkðjiÞ
pfM lðkÞjSkðj iÞ;Zkg
p Skðj iÞjSkj ;Zk
n o
 x^M lðkÞ  x^Skop
 ð1bÞ x^Ski  x^Skop  ðA8Þ
According to Deﬁnitions 2–4, the following inequality always
holds:
x^M lðkÞ2SkðiÞ  x^Skop
  6 x^M lðkÞ2SkðjiÞ  x^Skop  ðA9Þ
Based on Eq. (A9), we can make further inference:
x^Ski
 x^Skop
  6 x^M lðkÞ2SkðjiÞ  x^Skop  ðA10Þ
Noticing the fact that,X
SkðjiÞSkj
X
M lðkÞ2SkðjiÞ
pfM lðkÞjSkðj iÞ;Zkgp Skðj iÞjSkj ;Zk
n o
¼ 1 b ðA11Þ
and taking Eq. (A4) together with Eq. (A7) into consideration,
the following inequality holds:
x^Skj
 x^Skop
  6 x^Ski  x^Skop  ðA12Þ
The equality holds if Ski ¼ Skj . Now Theorem 1 has been
proofed.
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